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1. ABBREVIATIONS 
 

An abbreviation is a shortened form of a written word or phrase. Abbreviations may be used to save 

space and time, to avoid repetition of long words and phrases, or simply to conform to conventional 

usage. The styling of abbreviations is inconsistent and arbitrary and includes many possible 

variations. 

 

Numbering Word or Phrase Abbreviation 

1 Galaxy Arena GA 

2 Galaxy Arena Metaverse  GAM 

2 Galaxy Gym  GG 

3 Galaxy Tower GT 

4 Essence Token  ESNC 

5 Train to Earn  T2E 

 

 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Galaxy Arena is a virtual reality play-to-earn metaverse that uses groundbreaking volumetric motion-

capture technology to give users an experience unlike any other. With the Arena as the focal point, 

players can watch live stream professional fighters duke it out from their favourite leagues with the 

help of cutting-edge technology. Spectators can watch pay-per-view broadcasts from every 

conceivable angle—more detailed than if they were ringside. The sports potential of the arena extends 

beyond any fighting matches, as this intergalactic arena can accommodate any earthly competition 

and event. 

 

Galaxy Arena will also host other exclusive events, including celebrity concerts, standard 

performances and exhibitions. Advertisers have limitless opportunities to gain exposure, from the 

Arena’s jumbotron to other in-world billboards and unique ad space on users’ holographic Hub 

Watches. 
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Galaxy Arena has another 2 sectors to explore. Galaxians can navigate the Galaxy Arena gym, the 

first of its kind in the metaverse to implement the train-to-earn system. Sometimes people can lack 

motivation to work out. Galaxy Arena solves that problem by providing a monetary rewards system 

that motivates people to stay fit in the metaverse while earning our token, Essence ($ESNC) at the 

same time. There will be a wide variety of games to meet the diverse needs of our users, including 

boxing, jogging, weight training and dancing. 

 

 

Owning a piece of land has always been one of the best investments and now, digital real estate in the 

metaverse is becoming hotter than ever. Galaxy Arena has laid the groundwork for Galaxy Tower, a 

one-of-a-kind real estate development, comprising of various virtual real estate assets and a Celestial 

casino. From a simple room to luxurious suites with top views of the Galaxy Arena venue and the 

celestial surroundings, purchasing an NFT will offer access to this incredible property.  

 

Lose yourself in the jaw-dropping virtual reality neon botanical garden and coral reef experiences, 

gaze in wonder at the alien creatures of the outer-reach in the Cosmic Zoo, or venture boldly into the 

vast unknown of worlds beyond the solar system. In Galaxy Arena, no two paths are alike, and we’re 

ready to stake our claim as the best metaverse worth exploring. With so many sights to see and ways 

to interact, once you jump in, you may never want to leave. 

 

From building a unique character to perfecting your digital space or training in the art of real-world 

fighting styles or starting your own dojo, opportunities are limitless. In Galaxy Arena, the world is 

your stage, and your destiny is your own to make. 

3. THE ECOSYSTEM 
 

Cash might be king on Earth, but the utility token known as ESSENCE ($ESNC) keeps Galaxy Arena 

humming. Essence is the cryptocurrency native to our world, it is the revenue players earn as they 

progress and it is the basis for all purchases, exchanges, and wagers available within our economy. 
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A. ESSENCE TOKEN 
 

Each user begins their journey with Essence tokens, which they’ll be prompted to spend immediately. 

By trading in their first tokens for a NFT “passport”—the player earns their ticket to the shuttle that 

carries them from Earth’s surface to the Galaxy Arena metaverse.  

Essence is accrued in a myriad of unique ways, the most popular being system where Galaxians can 

earn the token by working out.  Unlike other pay-to-win models, our world’s currency can also be 

earned by the player going about the course of their daily life in the metaverse. With the numerous 

levels of Galaxy Arena free to explore the countless experiences available within each level, curiosity 

is both encouraged and rewarded. 

 

B. DAILY, WEEKLY & MONTHLY ROTATING 

CHALLENGES – TRAIN TO EARN  
 

Challenges of varying difficulty will drive Galaxians to explore different facets of the facility. For 

example, should a new exhibit appear at the Cosmic Zoo, players will earn Essence for visiting and 

interacting with the new animal. Bonus tokens can be achieved for players willing to take challenges a 

few steps further to execute optional sub-objectives. For example, upon arrival at the new exhibit, an 

NPC (non-player character) Zookeeper claims to have lost a security lanyard near another exhibit. The 

player can choose to find the sub-objective item and return the lanyard for a reward. 

 

Another easy way to earn is participating in the Galaxy arena gym, where you can receive daily 

bonuses just for interacting with health and fitness games. While physically navigating to a gym may 

be a nuisance, we eliminate this obstacle by making fitness easier than ever. Within seconds of putting 

on VR equipment, Galaxians can train while earning both physical and financial rewards. 

 

Visit the galaxy arena gym daily to receive a bonus for interacting with various health and fitness 

games such as: boxing, jogging, weight training, wall climbing and dancing. They say that going to 

the gym accounts for 50% of the effort. Galaxy arena makes working out easier than ever by 

eliminating all obstacles. Users can put on their VR equipment and within seconds train from their 

home while making money, therefore being rewarded both physically and financially. 

 

Using Essence, users can get exclusive discounts when gambling, purchasing additional Passport 

tickets, acquiring avatar upgrades, skins, in-game items, real estate, and more. 

 

C. HIGH RISK, HIGH REWARD  
 

If you're feeling like a high roller, take a stroll to the Celestial Casino and try your luck. Outside of 

offering classic casino games like slot machines, roulette, blackjack, and poker, there will be a 

plethora of mini-games available for players to earn Essence. 
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D. FIGHTS AND WAGERS  
 

Galaxy Arena offers real-

world physical events such as 

mixed martial arts (MMA) 

and boxing matches. See the 

action up close as our UHD 

cameras record the fighting in 

real-time. Using volumetric 

recording technology, we 

offer an immersive experience 

unlike any other on the 

market. 

 

The Arena itself is the centre 

of our universe’s experience. Players can opt to watch pay-per-view MMA and boxing events 

streamed via the Arena and cheer on their chosen fighters. If they want to raise the stakes, users can 

place bets on real live live fighters as they go head-to-head in metaverse-exclusive events. 

 

To keep things interesting between real-life events, our in-house VR fighting game is its own 

experience in and of itself, incentivised by ranking and rewards. Our platform allows fights between 

player-controlled characters to be wagered on, just like the physical ones. 

 

Beyond wagers and interaction with the world, there are numerous ways to earn currency specific to 

the player’s chosen character type. 

 

4. BLOCKCHAIN AND NFTS 
 

The Galaxy Arena Metaverse virtual world uses blockchain technology and NFTs to empower the 

users and creators. NFTs are an emerging segment in the global market: virtual tokens for digital 

scarcity, security and authenticity. Each NFT is distinct or unique, it is indivisible and it is not 

interchangeable for another. 

 

5. COMPARISON OF FUNGIBLE VERSUS 

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS 
 

Through the use of NFTs, The Galaxy Arena Metaverse users will be able to benefit from: 

 

A. TRUE DIGITAL OWNERSHIP: Users are the true and perpetual 

owners of their digital items. With blockchain, every item can be tokenised, allowing 

users to decide how they want to trade, sell, or gift their items. 

 

B. SECURITY AND IMMUTABILITY: Digital items can be easily 

tokenised and traded in primary and secondary markets that are managed and facilitated 

by blockchain technology. 
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C. TRADING: Blockchain-based platforms can provide users with ultimate control 

over their digital assets.  

 

D. CROSS-APPLICATION INTEROPERABILITY: Blockchain 

provides capacity for metaverses to utilise shared assets. ASSETS, avatars, LANDS are 

no longer confined by a narrow digital ecosystem. 

 

6. ESNC AND APPLICATIONS 
 

Galaxy Arenas smart contracts and vesting periods were created with the investors interest as our top 

priority. Our blockchain developer has years of experience in smart contrast auditing and security. As 

we all know on the blockchain, everything is transparent, so here’s our link for the Galaxy Arena 

Smart Contracts:  

 

GALAXY ARENA CORE SMART CONTRACTS 
 

In order to promote project longevity, we’ve created an anti dumping mechanism by creating different 

vesting periods. The team’s tokens especially have been locked for a long period. 

 

The vesting periods mean that investors cannot sell a large portion of their ESNC tokens in one go, 

allowing for a healthy price movement. *All Vesting periods have their own smart contract which 

allows for a smooth functioning of token unlocking. 

 

Gaming rewards are a big part of the ecosystem and that is why we’ve decided to use the Polygon 

Network. Low fees and fast transaction times make it easy to dish out gaming rewards across many 

players. 

 

7. WHAT DO WE PLAN NEXT? 
 

A. WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED  
 

• Team expansion to 50 people 

• Galaxy Arena website creation  

• Private sale raised 620k  

• Networking with influencers and partnered for advertising (Paige VanZant, The Real Tarzan 

•  , Chris Cyborg, Mike Rashid, Arianny Celeste) 

• Huge partnerships: Simplex, Coinbound, X-Tech, 8i, Arloopa, Crypto Wiener  

• Galaxy Arena Metaverse alpha version 

 

B. FUTURE PLANS  
 

• Website reconstruction  

• Simplex widget implementation  

• Smart contract activation  

• Presale on major exchanges - IEO 

• Train to Earn activities  

https://github.com/GalaxyArena2/GalaxyArena-core
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CbJkLYPlfrL/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ca2SriQI32k/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CcTyXdjgiEa/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.instagram.com/tv/Cbu4CXKIN3L/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
https://www.instagram.com/p/CaiHH5WuZAT/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
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• User – Trainer connection  

• Pay per View fighting events  

 

8.  GALAXY ARENA METAVERSE 

OVERVIEW 
 

At its core, The Galaxy Arena Metaverse is an ecosystem, consisting of three main components: The 

Arena – Entertainment Venue, The Gym and The Tower.  

 

A. THE ARENA – ENTERTAINMENT VENUE 
 

LEVEL 3 
 

This private section encircles the Arena and allows the Galaxy Arena elite to take in matches without 

rubbing shoulders with the commoners milling about on the lower levels. Private booths can be used  

by corporations, companies and high-end individuals to market their brand, impress friends, partners 

and clients or just relax and watch the matches in a luxurious setting. These booths will be available 

for rent per event or seasonal (while supply lasts).  

 

The advantages of renting a private booth are similar to those of a real-life booth in any earthly arena.  

From advertising your brand to having meetings with large corporations, privacy, safety, quality of 

service and no disruption are just some of the advantages.  

Private booths will be a status symbol within the Galaxy Arena community. 
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LEVEL 2 
 

The stadium seating for the Arena events allows players of all character types, tiers, and classes to 

interact, chat, and cheer on their performers. It’s the perfect place to stay on the edge of your seat as 

you watch events unfold.  

 

 

LEVEL 1 
 

All events take place on the ring stage and main floor area. It’s seen its share of broken bones and 

spilled blood, but that hasn’t tarnished its appeal. And if blood and gore are not your cup of tea, a vast 

variety of events will surely keep you entertained. Level 1 also offers THE MILKY WAY 
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PROMENADE, a commercial space that makes the Mall of America look like a mom-and-pop 

operation. Purchase in-game items, real-life merchandise, grab exclusive wearable items featuring 

your favourite performer, grab a snack, or just window shop! 

A few floors under the Arena you can find the COSMIC ZOO and BOTANICAL GARDEN. Stop by 

whenever you’re looking for a visual feast—the experience is sure to rock your world. 

 

LEVEL -1 
 

Below the Arena floor is a 

commercial area complete 

with lounges, shops and 

boutiques for all of the Galaxy 

Arena patrons to enjoy. An 

extension of the Milky Way 

Promenade: explore online 

shops or buy a plot and build 

your own storefront! 

 

LEVEL -2 
 

Navigate down to the second subterranean level to find 4,500 square meters of exhibition floor and 

gallery space. Players can purchase real estate 

and show off their items, collectibles, and 

artefacts from the Galaxy Arena universe. 

Wander around, marvel at the impressive 

collections, and maybe even purchase a trinket or 

two to grow your own. 
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LEVEL -3 
 

Swim with dolphins in the Aquarium, bask in the tranquillity pools and marvel at the underground 

garden. Get away from the action of the above ground events and reset that Zen state of mind. 

 

 

B. THE GYM  
 

The future of fitness is here and it’s in the Galaxy Arena Metaverse. The pandemic has changed the 

way people work out, with 

more people working out at 

home than ever. What’s 

missing right now is the 

ability to gamify fitness, 

making it more appealing to 

the masses. What better way 

to incentivise motivation 

through financial gain? 

That’s where Galaxy Arena 

comes in.  

 

Visit the Galaxy gym to take advantage of health and fitness challenges that are incorporated in mini-

games where Galaxians can play and train-to-earn. Here, Galaxians can complete fitness routines in 

virtual reality and by tracking their 

progress they can reach milestones 

that will keep them fit, while 

exercising and earning ESSENCE. 

Whether you opt to train with 

friends around the world or meet 

people with similar fitness goals, the 

fitness opportunities are limitless. 
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Our state-of-the-art gym is an architectural behemoth meaning it’s huge. The facility boasts 3.000 

square meters of top-of-the-line workout spaces. From private training studios to boxing's rings, 

boxing bags and a jaw dropping glass climbing wall which adorns the entire gym with a stellar view 

of the outside. 

 

In addition to fitness challenges and mini games, Galaxy Arena’s future vision is to create an 

immersive platform where fitness professionals can train their clients in virtual reality. Galaxy Arena 

is collaborating with various gyms, trainers and fitness models across the world to make this vision a 

reality. 

 

Using our platform, trainers will have the opportunity to connect with a broader base of clients across 

the galaxy and clients get to experience the expertise of different trainers through group workouts or 

private sessions. 
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C. THE TOWER  
 

Galaxy Tower will include a collection of 20,000 unique units, divided into three categories each with 

a specific function (luxury suites, rooms and lounge areas). Rooms account for 90% of the supply, 

followed by 5% for luxury suites and lounge areas respectively. 
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Thanks to our creative team each room can have its own unique design and features. Each unit has its 

exclusive furniture pieces in line with their respective use cases.  

In addition, each furniture element has a rarity score 

that will affect the value of your property and its assigned redistribution rate. Each unit in the Galaxy 

Tower will be denoted to an NFT which acts as a deed of ownership for its equivalent unit. 

 

 

Vegas is a blip compared to 

our top-floor. Celestial 

Casino. Let Lady Luck 

determine your future with 

an array of traditional 

casino and mini games. 

Win your fortune or risk it 

all—you’re sure to have a 

blast while overlooking the 

rest of the breathtaking 

Galaxy Arena grounds or 

the view of Earth. After 

you’re done, head over to 

the Galactic Planetarium to 

spy on stars and celestial 

bodies far beyond the 

reaches of our solar system. 
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9.  ESSENCE TOKENOMICS  
 

A. SALE DISTRIBUTION CHART 

 

B. TOKEN SALE PHASES  
 

Private sale where 7.5% of total supply will be released (75.000.000 tokens) at a price of 0.01$. Date 

03/02/2022. Target 750.000$. 

 

Presale 1 - Initial exchange offering (IEO) to be held in a top ten exchange where 7.5% of total supply 

will be released (75.000.000 tokens) at a price of 0.015$. Date TBA. Target 1.125.000$. 

 

Presale 2 where 5% of total supply will be released (50.000.000 tokens) at a price of 0.02$. Date 

TBA. Target 1.000.000$. 
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C.  ANTI-DUMP 

MECHANISM  
 

An anti-dumping policy is a set of rules that 

prevents investors from falling victim to pump 

and dump schemes. Dumping is a term that 

refers to an occurrence when a big investor, also 

known as a whale, buys a huge number of 

tokens with the intention of substantially 

increasing the price before selling all of it for a 

large profit. The team came up with a solution 

to this problem in order to protect investors by 

introducing a vesting period. 

 

 

 

 

10. ESNC REVENUE STREAMS 
 

Galaxy Arena Metaverse will have the following revenue streams : 

 

• Tickets to events  

• LAND and digital asset sales  

• Subscriptions & services to a variety of facilities  

• NFTs sales (pods, watches, shoes and more) 

• Transaction Fees 

• Advertising Revenue (banners, digital apparel and merchandise) 

 

11. ROADMAP AND DETAILS  
 

The enormous world we’ve created calls for some big plans. While many of the course-setting 

decisions will be made democratically, we’ve got an ironclad roadmap aimed at growing an organic 

fanbase and galvanising hype. 

 

A. Q1.2022 (JANUARY - MARCH) 
 

• Website launch. 

• Organic community growth. 

• Ambassador acceptance (fighters/influencers/businesses). 

• Marketing push. 

• Airdrops and giveaways. 

• Private sale goes live. 
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B. Q2.2022 (APRIL - JUNE) 
 

• Arena doors open for limited exploration in the alpha phase. 

• Metaverse mini-games launch, available for the community. 

• Expansion of Galaxy Arena team. 

• Website V2. 

• Gym doors open  

• Continued pursuit of partnerships with artists and influencers. 

• International communities targeted for growth. 

• Implementation of FIAT to ESSENCE on ramp solution. 

• List to major centralised exchanges. 

• First metaverse event aired 

• Presale 1 & 2 

 

C. Q3.2022 (JULY - SEPTEMBER) 
 

• Publish the 3-year plan to scale to 100M users. 

• Expand global presence and awareness. 

• Publish 2023 roadmap. 

• Metaverse Expansion II. 

• Presence at gaming conferences and expositions. 

• NFT sales begin 

• Blockchain meet-up. 

• Aquarium, Casino, and Zoo open for exploration. 

• Battles begin. 

• Open metaverse portals. 

• Construct Galaxy Pad / Launch Pad. 

• Further C.E.X. Listings 

• Announcement of high-profile investors 

 

12. COMMERCE, HUB WATCHES AND 

MORE 
 

Galaxy Arena is not just a place to watch fights. It’s a full-service VR/AR world with experiences and 

commercial opportunities unlike any other. The goal is to make Galaxy Arena the centre of all 

metaverses. We want to provide a home base where players can bring users to a central location, no 

matter the platform. Portals to other metaverses show up throughout the arena, creating the gateway to 

other nearby adventures. 

 

A. WAYS TO SPEND 
 

If you can dream it, you can buy it or sell it. Anything you can imagine is available at the virtual 

storefronts all around the commercial floors. With users able to build stores, new experiences are 

guaranteed to pop up every day. 

 

Once you’ve saved up enough Essence, visit the luxury boutiques for some high-end shopping. 

Browse 3D NFTs on display and purchase new digital assets and start building your metaverse 

portfolio. 
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B. RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL DIGITAL ASSETS 
 

Users will be able to own the digital NFT deed to plots of land and create whatever they want to put 

there using our intuitive developers’ tool. Unlike other metaverses where creating spaces is 

complicated and involved, our goal is to change up the game by making customisation easy. The 

possibilities are endless, but users can create boutiques, dojos, and training gyms, office spaces, 

specialised shops, interactive spaces, or even add portals to different metaverses. 

Beyond the real estate opportunities, advertisements are buyable all around the stadium and on user-

owned properties within the facility grounds. 

 

C. HUB WATCHES 
 

Each player is equipped with a Hub Watch, an all-in-one holographic wrist 

accoutrement designed for all things Galaxy Arena. Catch up on the latest news, place bets, and 

access the details of your profile with ease. Edit your avatar, buy event tickets, adjust your crypto 

wallet interface, all from one convenient spot!  

These hologram wristwatches can be 

referenced via an App, so players can check in 

on their holdings via their smart devices 

outside of the metaverse. With a pleasant 

chime, your personal meta-assistant SERENA 

reads you the highlights of the ever-changing 

world of the Galaxy Arena whenever you 

return to your starry home. 

 

13. GUESTS 
 

Guests can indulge in all of the amenities of 

the Galaxy Arena facility and there is no limit 

to how many Guests can enter at any given 

time. There are limitations, however, 

including no access to character-type specific 
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tiers, inability to train-to-earn and ineligibility to fight or own real estate. These features will only be 

available for PASSPORT or ESSENCE token holders. 

 

14. OUR TEAM  
 

JIMMY HURRICANE HELMIS – FOUNDER 
 

Jimmy is a crypto enthusiast, investor, early adopter, and founder of Galaxy Arena. He came up in the 

world of live events, learning how to monetize and promote a variety of different kinds of shows. He 

got in early to the crypto space, investing in several notable NFT projects as the web3 tide started 

shifting. He brings his expertise in both live events and crypto to the Galaxy Arena’s innovative 

virtual coliseum model, and asks only this one question: are you not entertained? 

 

CHRIS MAALOUF – CO FOUNDER  
 

Chris is a long-time crypto investor, trader and all-around blockchain connoisseur and the co-founder 

of Galaxy Arena. An entrepreneur since he was young, Chris has both the passion, knowledge and 

affinity to develop forward-thinking businesses. He is also deeply involved in the fitness and health 

communities, making his position in Galaxy Arena a perfect fit. 

 

FOTIOS VANAS – CHIEF OPERATING OFFICE (COO)  
 

Vanas Fotios has a strong background in mathematics and physics. With a masters (first class 

honours) from Southampton University in Nanotechnology and Biomedicine combined with 4 years 

of experience in Lasers and Optics (BSc in Physics), metaverse and VR/AR technology is his second 

nature. Market analysis and managing portfolios of crypto millionaires are just a few of the reasons 

making him the ideal person for the COO position. He oversees the day-to-day administrative and 

operational functions of galaxy arena. With a strong background in data analysis, presentations, 

reports and academic research he brings in all the tools necessary for our project to succeed.  

 

ARMAN ATOYAN – PARTNER  
 

ARman Atoyan is AR/VR Evangelist, serial entrepreneur, with few successful startup stories, with 

dream to make AR-menia great again.His journey in IT he has started in 2005, being 20 years old.In 

2008 he established his first tech company named X-TECH, which associates with innovation and 

cutting edge technology solutions not only in Armenia but also globally.During this 10 years, X-

TECH had many successful spin-offs such as CityBugs, ARLOOPA and AR-Watches.Starting from 

2014 ARLOOPA started delivering AR & VR products to market and in short term becomes AR & 

VR leader in Armenia and regionally.Currently in startup portfolio he has AR platforms such as 

ARLOOPA, AR-Watches, interiAR, Jarit.Now with annual growth 2000% ARLOOPA is Spatial 

Browser App and AR content creator platform with 0 line of coding . As a serial entrepreneur and 

active participant of social campaigns, events and social good summits Arman and his projects got 

various awards and recognitions from local and international organisations, such as NASA, Microsoft, 

GITI and others. Arman is also a member of the iSOC Armenia. Arman holds MA degree in 

Mathematics from Yerevan State University. 
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ARI LAST – ADVISOR  
 
Recent speaker at Atomic and Coingeek events and a member of the Blockchain Games Alliance, Ari 

Last has 20 years’ experience in heading the business affairs for leading media companies and start-

ups. Ari was the founder of MiniMe Media and was a major supplier of content to Yahoo, MSN, 

AOL, RTL and other media companies worldwide. As the VP of Business Development at Simplex, 

Ari is spearheading innovative and strategic partnerships, ensuring that Simplex by Nuvei is always 

ahead of the trends. 

 

Recent speaker at Atomic and Coingeek events and a member of the Blockchain Games Alliance, Ari 

Last has 20 years’ experience in heading the business affairs for leading media companies and start-

ups. Ari was the founder of MiniMe Media and was a major supplier of content to Yahoo, MSN, 

AOL, RTL and other media companies worldwide. As the VP of Business Development at Simplex, 

Ari is spearheading innovative and strategic partnerships, ensuring that Simplex by Nuvei is always 

ahead of the trends. 
 

KHALED NOUR – ADVISOR  
 

Khaled is the crypto connoisseur of the team. Before diving into crypto, he ran his own real estate 

agency in Greece. Now he has extensive experience in crypto project management & everything De-

Fi. He’s also made a lot of connections in the crypto space since 2017 with the likes of Polygon, 

Simplex & several other tokens across all chains / NFT projects. 

 

DANIEL GRETZKE – BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER  
 

Daniel Gretzke has been coding since the age of 17. His knowledge in Ethereum smart contracts & 

smart contract security is unmatched. With experiences like working for an international post office & 

programs funded by the EU commission he was the top pick for our project. 

 

CHRISTINE WOLFL – DIRECTOR, MARKETING AND 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS  
 

Christine uses her undergrad in Psychology/Sociology and postgraduate degree in Public Relations to 

slay the lifestyle communications world. This year alone, she has been granted the Expert Vetted 

certification on Upwork, ranking her amongst the top 1% of over 12 million freelancers worldwide. 

 

DREI – VIDEO & MUSIC DIRECTOR  
 

Beat-maker/Music Producer [Sold/Released 500+ Type Beats] – Music Video Director [Filmed 100+ 

Music Videos & other Projects]. 

 

AMY SUTO – CREATIVE DIRECTOR & WRITER 
 

Amy Suto is a Top Rated Plus freelance writer on Upwork with a background in screenwriting. She 

came up in Hollywood as a TV writer, consulting with a CIA agent for her episode of the spy show 

CONDOR (MGM/Skydance) and working on development projects with some of the industry’s top 

showrunners. Amy also founded the company Kingdom of Ink, a writing services company 

connecting companies with the top 1% of freelance writing talent. Amy’s work has been featured in 

publications like Forbes, Entrepreneur, Parade Magazine, and Script Magazine. Amy serves as the 
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Creative Director and Writer for Galaxy Arena. When she’s not writing or running companies, she 

enjoys bouldering and traveling the world. 

 

JESTO J – 3D GAME ARTIST  
 

Jetso is a full-time freelance 3D artist with 11+ years of experience. Jetso has contributed to games for 

the PC, XBOX, PS, Mobile and VR including Prey 2017, Forza Horizon 2, DRL – High Voltage, 

Forza 6, Forza 5, The Valley, Halo 5, Onward, Frontline Commando, and others. 

 

ASHENFOX – CREATIVE CONSULTANT, GAME 

THEORY, UX 
 

Current and previous projects: Metamars by Bored Elon Musk (Partner, Community and Game 

Design), Glitch Girls by Ghost Girl (Technical Partner and Project Coordinator), Playing Arts Crypto 

Edition (Community Manager), Mintlabs (Community Manager), Bored Grimey - the first 

fractionalised Bored Ape (Project Coordinator) 

 

15. PROJECT FINANCING AND INITIAL 

REVENUE 
 

During the period Feb 2022 to May 2022, the Company completed a successful private sale round 

with over 100 Investors for an aggregate amount of USD 620.000 (and running).   

 

The token distribution and the ESNC acquired by each investor during the private sale took place in 

2022 and resulted in the total sale of 62.000.000 ESNC which is equivalent to 6.2% of the token 

allocation through token sale. 

 

16. INITIAL EXCHANGE OFFERING 
 

GAM is aiming to raise around USD 2.500.000 during the public sale, through the allocation of 

12.5% of the total supply of ESNC.  

 

There shall not be a soft cap and therefore there will be no refunds made of funds contributed towards 

the project. 

 

17. CONCLUSION  
 

Galaxy Arena is stargazing in ways no other metaverse has done before. By leaning into the 

technological advantage afforded to us with our proprietary 3D modelling and broadcast technology, 

we’re sure to make a splash among metaverse fans and VR enthusiasts alike. 

 

We’ve crafted a world where players can play and train-to-earn our world’s currency and use it to 

grow their footprint in the community. The more they interact, the more they’re able to participate in 

voting processes that affect the outcome of the project as a whole. Our train-to-earn system is an 

unprecedented means by which players can grow their avatar simply by playing the game and not by 
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having to bust out their wallets time and time again. A model that’s proven effective at providing 

short-term revenue while shattering long-term community loyalty. 

 

One important final note is that while we want our VR experience to be captivating and hard to step 

away from, we also care about our users’ health. It’s important to remind our players to take breaks 

from the game from time to time, to stretch or walk and get some fresh air. That’s why one of our 

monitoring and alert systems will gauge if a user has been in VR for a prolonged period, at which 

point they will receive a reminder to take a break. This alert will never sound off in the middle of a 

game or a fight, but it will function when a user is between fights or events. 

 

18. USEFUL LINKS  
 

• Galaxy Arena Metaverse Website  

 

• Jimmy Helmis Profile 

 

• Chris Maalouf Profile 

 

• Galaxy Arena Metaverse Instagram 

 

• Crypto Wiener Instagram  

 

• X-Tech Website 

 

• Arloopa Website 

 

• Simplex Website 

 

DISCLAIMER 
 

The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed as a 

commitment, promise or guarantee by Galaxy Arena Metaverse P.C. or any other individual or 

organisation mentioned in this white paper relating to the future availability of services related to the 

use of the tokens or to their future performance or value. 

 

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not 

constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any 

invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities not should it or any part of it form the basis of or be 

relied upon in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. Galaxy Arena Metaverse 

P.C. expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of 

any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the 

white paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting 

therefrom. 

 

This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not trade or 

invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment 

involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the 

potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with 

https://galaxyarena.io/
https://galaxyarena.io/?cpt_team=jimmy-hurricane-helmis
https://galaxyarena.io/?cpt_team=chris-maalouf
https://instagram.com/galaxyarena.io?utm_medium=copy_link
https://instagram.com/crypto_wiener?utm_medium=copy_link
http://x-tech.am/website
https://arloopa.com/
https://www.simplex.com/
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assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document and 

develop a stand- alone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment decision. 

 

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. 

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or 

implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or 

accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as of 

this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and other 

visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids 

can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will 

assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture 

all factors and variables required in making such decisions. 

 

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-

looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No 

representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any 

projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature 

and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong 

and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other 

factors, most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking 

assumptions will not materialise or will vary significantly from actual results. 

 

 

 

 

Bring your spacesuits to the dry cleaner because 

we are going to the moon with this one! 


